IS YOUR TECHNOLOGY REDUCING DOWNTIME?

CONSUMER DEVICES

- DELAYS
- CAN'T HEAR OVER LOUD NOISE
- 3X MORE LIKELY TO FAIL
- 180-260 MIN. OF LOST PRODUCTIVITY/FAILURE
- 50% HIGHER COSTS OVER 5 YRS.
- LONGER TO REACH MULTIPLE PEOPLE

DIGITAL RADIOS

- FULL SPEED
- INSTANT 1-TO-MANY COMMUNICATION
- 4FT DROP RUGGEDNESS
- UP TO 17 HR POWER FOR NEXT SHIFT
- GPS TRACKING FOR SUPPLIES
- SAFETY FEATURES PROTECTING WORKERS
- WORK ORDER TICKET MANAGEMENT
- AUTOMATIC MALFUNCTION ALERTS

MANUFACTURING IS UP AND RUNNING FASTER WITH DIGITAL RADIOS.

TO LEARN HOW TO MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY, VISIT MOTOROLASOLUTIONS.COM/MOTOTRBO.